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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to establish a transparent ‘baseline’ of environmental
consumption among Australian Legal Sector Alliance (AusLSA) members to enable
individual firms to track the effectiveness of their sustainability initiatives.
By reporting their impacts through this report, the AusLSA Executive Members are making an implicit,
public commitment to continually improve their sustainability performance. This report is not a
comparative table, as each firm’s results will depend on its size, client base, office location(s) and
practice areas.
The Environmental Consumption Calculator (ECC), on which this report is based, is a tool developed by
AusLSA to assist member firms in quantifying their key environmental impacts. With a clear
understanding of environmental impacts, firms can identify areas to focus upon and then map the
progression of their sustainability journey. This process reflects the popular saying ‘you can’t manage
what you haven’t measured’.
All AusLSA members have committed to the AusLSA Principles which involves:
•

Measuring, managing and reducing the environmental impact of their operations

•

Working with external stakeholders to reduce their indirect environmental impact

•

Integrating awareness of sustainability across their business

•

Working collaboratively to engage in the public debate on sustainability to develop, apply and promote
best practice across the sector

•

Reporting on progress and being accountable

By submitting a completed ECC, AusLSA members have substantially fulfilled their commitment to
Principle 1 and Principle 5.

“

With a clear understanding of
environmental impacts, firms can
identify areas to focus upon and
then map the progression of their
sustainability journey.

”
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FROM THe auslsa

CHAIR

We are proud to present the inaugural environment sustainability report from the
Australian Legal Sector Alliance (AusLSA): The Environmental Consumption of AusLSA
Members 2009-2010.
In our mission to work collaboratively to promote sustainable practices across the legal sector,
AusLSA has engaged its members to report environmental consumption in the sector as a
benchmark for change.
We hope this report will enable AusLSA members to review their own sustainability initiatives and
equip them for future initiatives and improvements in sustainability.
The AusLSA Executive Members should be commended for taking the initial step in publishing their
footprints. It is a brave decision for firms to publish their environmental performance alongside
their peers and we commend them for this public commitment to continually improve their
sustainability performance.
These firms recognise that sustainability is a journey and not a competition. For some this may be
the first step on that journey, and for those already established on their journey, this is an
opportunity for them to take stock and share their experiences.
This report is not a comparative table as the differences between the Executive Members renders
any direct comparison meaningless. Further, AusLSA is aiming to foster a collaborative culture as
we recognise that by working together we can share and discuss the best strategies and policies
for reducing our emissions and therefore stand the best chance of making significant reductions.
The report analyses the environmental footprint of AusLSA Executive Member firms from the
2009/2010 reporting period (based on the financial year). As this period precedes the launch of
AusLSA it is very much a baseline, and represents the intent of AusLSA.
We hope that in subsequent years we will collate sufficient data to generate meaningful
benchmarks and reduction targets for law firms. This will enable each member to assess and
improve their own performance.
We ask you to join us in recognising this report as an enormously positive step not just for
Australian law firms but also for the broader community.

Kelvin O’Connor		
COO, Henry Davis York		
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David Rennick
CEO, Maddocks

ABOUT

AusLSA
AusLSA is an industry association with a mission to work collaboratively to promote
sustainable practices across the legal sector.

For AusLSA, sustainability encompasses a broad agenda including environmental, social,
community and economic considerations. Given the increasing urgency of environmental issues,
AusLSA has chosen to focus initially on this area with a view to expanding into the other areas of
sustainability.
The idea for an Australian sector-wide sustainability program was generated by a small but
dedicated group of young lawyers who had completed the Centre for Sustainability Leadership
program in Melbourne. They worked in partnership with Net Balance Foundation, the not-for-profit
arm of Net Balance, a provider of sustainability advice, assurance and research, who had been
working towards a voluntary, sector-wide, collaborative approach to sustainability.
Eight of Australia’s leading law firms came on board as AusLSA ‘Foundation Members’ and worked
together to build the programme framework and to develop the strategy and objectives of AusLSA.
The Foundation Members are: Clayton Utz, DLA Phillips Fox, Henry Davis York, Jackson McDonald,
Maddocks, McCullough Robertson, Norton Rose Australia and Swaab Attorneys.
AusLSA is a company limited by guarantee operating as a not-for-profit enterprise which was
launched by The Honourable Malcolm Turnbull MP on 29 March 2011. Since incorporation, the
Foundation Members have transitioned into the role of Executive Members of AusLSA. The
Directors of the Board for 2011 are introduced later in this report.
AusLSA is modelled on the Legal Sector Alliance of England & Wales (LSA-UK) which commenced in
2007 and by the end of 2010 boasted 200 members, representing more than 30% of all private
solicitors practising in England and Wales. A close association is developing between AusLSA and
LSA-UK, which is facilitating the establishment of further LSAs around the world.

HONG KONG
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LEGAL SECTOR
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
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ENERGY

CONSUMPTION
In professional services environments, office buildings are the key physical asset and they are
powered mostly by grid electricity. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that 69.3% of total
reported emissions from AusLSA members were from electricity.
The size, structure and nature of work undertaken by the Executive Members will of course influence individual
firms’ statistics; however electricity was the main source of emissions for all firms. Insufficient data exists to
determine if these values should be assumed as typical for the sector. In disclosing individual firm
performance the Executive Members hope to encourage broader disclosure to enable valid statistical sampling
to occur. As a comparison, firms providing carbon data to the LSA-UK report that 72% of emissions relate to
electricity, indicating certain similarities between UK and Australian firms in their operations and impacts.
When considering the emissions from electricity, the average for the Executive Members was 3.1 tonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalent (t CO2e) per employee. The variance of this data is considered quite small, with
values ranging from 2.5 to 3.9 t CO2e per employee. This reasonably small deviation is interesting in that the
AusLSA Executive Members contain a mix of both smaller single office and larger national firms.
Our challenge now is to consider how to practically reduce our energy consumption. All AusLSA Executive
Members have considered and implemented some actions to reduce energy consumption that are appropriate
for their firms. Automatically switching off PCs, rationalising the use of printers and copiers, implementing
sensor controlled lighting, running employee engagement campaigns and simply turning off the lights are all
examples of how firms have tried to reduce their electricity consumption.

“

electricity was the main source of
emissions for all firms... Our challenge
now is to consider how to practically
reduce our energy consumption

”
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BUSINESS

TRAVEL
The second most significant source of emissions for all the reporting law firms came from
business travel.
The ECC asks firms to calculate their business travel
by number of journeys, distance travelled or
expenditure on staff travel by plane, taxi and other
vehicles during the reporting period. This calculation
excludes commuting (travel from home to the usual
working place) and also excludes travel by suppliers,
such as couriers.
The data reveals that business travel accounts for an
average of 30.6% of all emissions for the Executive
Members, with flights (in all but one firm) responsible
for over 90% of travel-related emissions. As a
comparison, in the UK, flights account for about 7%
of all emissions, perhaps reflecting the increased use
of less carbon-intensive forms of transport such as
trains, which given the geography of the UK is a more
effective means of travel.
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There is a large variance in emissions from business
travel among member firms. In particular, firms
operating from more than one office report
proportionally more emissions from business travel
(with an average of 1.65t CO2e per employee) than
firms with only one location (0.71t CO2e per
employee). This can be explained by the amount of
inter-office travel that occurs at law firms – an area
that is a potential ‘quick win’ for firms looking to
reduce their travel footprints and expenditures. The
size of the firm and the type of work they undertake
(including the location of their clients) will also affect
the amount of travel a firm does.
The need for solicitors to meet face-to-face with
clients and colleagues in other locations is likely to
mean that some level of travel will always be
required. Despite this, it is likely that all law firms
can reduce travel by replacing it with alternative
technologies and maximising the utility and efficiency
of travel.

PAPER
Despite a raft of available systems and technologies to reduce paper consumption, our
sector is still a heavy consumer of paper.
AusLSA Executive Members consumed an average of
122.75kg of paper per employee. However, wide
variations from the average were present - ranging
from 80.73kg to 178.1kg per employee.
Data was captured by number of reams of paper
purchased (A4 and A3 plain paper only) and
converted by the ECC into kilograms, which was then
normalised by headcount. The Executive Members
believe that the data captured and entered is
accurate and further analysis on the wide variation
from the average will enable firms to learn from
some of the paper reduction initiatives implemented
in other firms.
We must also consider that the use of paper often
depends on the matter work type performed and the
expansion and contraction of firm activity.

There was no ‘standard’ use of recycled paper within
the Executive Member firms. Current practices
ranged from 0% to 100%. Issues relating to the use
of recycled paper often include paper ‘whiteness’ and
match to pre-printed letterhead, as well as weight,
cost, availability and functionality within existing
printers. It is fair to say that there is also some
confusion in the market about the benefits of
recycled paper versus Forestry Stewardship Council
(FSC) accredited paper and the hidden environmental
costs of importing paper.
The data disclosed by the AusLSA Executive Members
in this report presents a good starting point for a
broader discussion about paper within the sector and
we hope through our collective knowledge we will
move towards best practice paper selection and
systems to mitigate excessive use.
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WASTE
Calculating the volume of waste produced by a
business or the emissions derived from business
waste is a complicated procedure requiring either
data from waste contractors, or the completion of a
waste audit, often by an external supplier. AusLSA
encourages our members to undertake waste audits
and provides information in the Guide accompanying
our ECC on how to organise and complete an internal
waste audit.
For these reasons, in our environmental reporting we
have focussed on the provision of facilities for
recycling.
All of our Executive Members have reported that they
provide facilities in all their offices for paper and
cardboard recycling. Of the 16 separate office sites
reported on by our eight Executive Members, 14 sites
provided facilities for glass and plastic recycling.
With regard to the recycling of metals, organic/
compost and electronic waste, the facilities provided
by members are less comprehensive: 37.5% provide
facilities for the recycling of metal, 25% recycle or
deal separately with organic waste and 75% have
systems for the removal of electronic waste.

“

All of our Executive
Members have reported that
they provide facilities in all
their offices for paper and
cardboard recycling.

”
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WATER
Water is a precious commodity and in a country
where drought conditions are prevalent, efficiency of
water consumption should be an important issue for
all businesses.
The ECC provides an opportunity for firms to report
their water consumption by location in kilolitres. The
reporting of water consumption is optional, primarily
due to the fact that many firms will be unable to
collect accurate water consumption data because
their tenancies are not separately metered. This
problem of data collection is highlighted by the fact
that of the AusLSA Executive Members reporting,
only three were able to provide any water
consumption statistics and one of these could only
report statistics for two of its six sites.
Despite this, all AusLSA members have considered a
number of initiatives focussed on saving water.
These include installing water efficient appliances and
fittings in bathrooms and kitchens, working with
building management to proactively improve
processes to report and fix leaks, staff education
programs and consideration of ways to capture and
reuse water.
Further to this, discussion with landlords to install
appropriate sub-metering where possible is
encouraged as it will enable accurate tracking of
water consumption, provide the ability to establish a
baseline for water consumption and therefore allow
the setting of measurable targets for improvement in
the future.

DLA Phillips Fox: The Serious Business
AusLSAofReport
Sexual2009
Harassment/ 2010 - 11
11

OFFSETTING
The offsetting of carbon emissions involves investing in the reduction or sequestration of
carbon emissions, somewhere external to the business, in order to reduce or neutralise
the carbon emissions produced. Offsetting is done by purchasing carbon credits through
various schemes, or opting to pay a surcharge for energy from renewable or green sources.
The purpose of AusLSA is to encourage law firms to reduce their environmental impacts at the source.
Consequently, we have not included the net effect of carbon offsetting in our final footprints. However,
we also recognise the role that offsetting can play in the reduction of greenhouse emissions and
associated environmental outcomes, and have therefore provided the opportunity for members to
declare their offsetting activities in a standalone section of the ECC.
Two of our Executive Member firms offset some of their carbon emissions during the reporting period and
have invested in offsetting a combined total of 907.5 tonnes of CO2e. This represented 25% and 48% of
the total carbon emissions for those two firms.

“

Two of our Executive
Member firms offset some
of their carbon emissions
during the reporting period.
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”

THE WAY FORWARD

MANAGING & IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF AusLSA MEMBERS

AusLSA aims to help firms improve their sustainability performance by providing a forum for
members to openly share information on their successes and the challenges they have faced.

By reporting their environmental consumption, the
Executive Members of AusLSA are making a public
commitment to improve their sustainability
performance. This report will help AusLSA members
to identify where to focus their energies and then
help them to measure their successes.
It is becoming apparent that there are simple,
effective measures that firms can implement to make
significant and lasting improvements.
The following are some examples of initiatives that
member firms have shared with each other through
AusLSA. Detailed information on these schemes will
be available to AusLSA members through our website
www.legalsectoralliance.com.au
Energy
•

Automatic shut-down of desktop computers can
contribute up to a 25% reduction in electricity
consumption

Paper
•

Provision of tablet devices to legal staff can
facilitate reductions in printing

•

Promoting awareness of paper consumption to
staff to reduce printing

•

Switching to paper sources that are recycled or
renewable

Travel
•

Improved videoconferencing facilities can reduce
the need for travel

•

Encouraging staff to utilise public transport in
place of taxis by making public transport tickets
readily available

•

Encouraging commuting by bicycle by providing
facilities like bike lockers, shower and changing
rooms

Waste
•

Encouraging building management to offer more
comprehensive recycling facilities

•

Providing staff with reusable coffee cups

•

Posting clear instructions on what rubbish goes
where, and providing facilities such that it is easier
to comply

FUTURE INITIATIVES
Now that we have a better understanding of the
sector’s environmental impacts, AusLSA will develop
tools and guidance that can be used by member firms
to reduce their impacts. We will focus on the most
material impacts first.
Examples of possible future initiatives are:
•

A toolkit to help firms undertake environmental
employee engagement campaigns (in association
with LSA-UK)

•

Case studies on the latest sustainability measures
undertaken by firms, with commentary around the
successes and challenges encountered

•

Detailed guidance on sustainable procurement, in
particular with regard to paper

•

A built environment energy efficiency manual to
help facilities managers reduce the use of
electricity in their offices.
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EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

Clayton Utz

CONTACT

Jason Molin

JOB TITLE

Operations Manager

CONTACT EMAIL

jmolin@claytonutz.com

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

1,869

FLOOR AREA

44,135m

Flights
29.10%

Refrigerants
0.05%

2

Taxis
2.26%
Personal
vehicles
0.03%

ABOUT THE FIRM
Clayton Utz has offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Canberra, Perth and Darwin. As a full-service commercial
law firm, Clayton Utz has lawyers around the country with
diverse and broad-ranging legal experience, across a
range of industry sectors. Clayton Utz also has a very
strong commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility via
the Clayton Utz Foundation, Pro Bono and Community
Connect programs as well as our Footprints
environmental sustainability committee.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

10,489.44 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

5.61 tonnes CO2e

2

EMISSIONS PER M FLOOR AREA

Hire cars
0.02%

Purchased Electricity
68.45%

0.24 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

10.35

0.01

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

4.98

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

7,180.29

3.64

0.16

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

3,052.49

1.63

0.07

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

236.79

0.13

0.01

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

1.61

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

2.92

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

-

Paper (kg)

275,593

Recycled paper

71%
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Onsite
combustion
0.10%

NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

-

-

Paper (kg)

147.45

6.24

Green tariff

0.00

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

DLA Phillips Fox

CONTACT

Mark Hornsby

JOB TITLE

Corporate Services Director

CONTACT EMAIL

mark.hornsby@dlaphillipsfox.com

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

983

FLOOR AREA

25,312m

Flights
32.77%

Taxis
0.96%

2

Refrigerants
0.05%

ABOUT THE FIRM
DLA Phillips Fox is one of the largest legal firms in
Australia with 1,000 employees operating out of 5 offices
in Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney. We
are a full service commercial law firm providing strategic
legal advice to a broad cross-section of clients and
industries, including local, national and international
companies, as well as all levels of government.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

4,751.87 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

4.83 tonnes CO2e

2

EMISSIONS PER M FLOOR AREA

Hire cars
0.02%

Purchased Electricity
66.15%

0.19 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

1.92

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

3143.47

3.20

0.12

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

1557.11

1.58

0.06

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

45.38

0.05

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

3.99

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Green tariff

0.00

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

-

Paper (kg)

108,035

Recycled paper

0%

NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

-

-

Paper (kg)

109.90

4.27
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EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

Henry Davis York

CONTACT

Kelvin O’Connor

JOB TITLE

COO

CONTACT EMAIL

kelvin_oconnor@hdy.com.au

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

422

FLOOR AREA

9,350m

Taxis
2.17%
Flights
18.49%
Taxis
2.17%

2

ABOUT THE FIRM

Hire cars
0.02%

Henry Davis York (HDY) is one of Australia’s oldest and
most successful commercial law firms. The firm has a
significant financial services practice, including insolvency
and restructuring, funds management and distressed
debt. Other practice areas include commercial litigation,
general corporate advisory work and environmental law.

Refrigerants
0.10%

HDY is committed to the integration of sustainability into
the business and was the first Australian law firm to
produce an independently audited, GRI compliant
Sustainability Report. HDY has completed Sustainability
Reports for the past 3 years and has participated in the
Corporate Responsibility Index for the past 4 years.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

1,422.80 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

3.37 tonnes CO2e

2

EMISSIONS PER M FLOOR AREA

Purchased Electricity
79.22%

0.15 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

1.38

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

11,27.14

2.67

0.12

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

263.08

0.62

0.03

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

30.94

0.07

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

0.26

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

7,232

Paper (kg)

34,066

Recycled paper

100%
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NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

17.14

0.77

Paper (kg)

80.73

3.64

Green tariff

315.55

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

370.20

TOTAL

685.75

Due to variations in carbon emissions
calculations, slight variations occur
between Henry Davis York’s published
Sustainability Report and this AusLSA
summary. With regard to Carbon
Mitigation Activities, Henry Davis York
purchases 35% renewable energy on
their main electricity accounts and
offsets 100% of Scope 3 emissions with
certified renewable resources. For
complete disclosure please see Henry
Davis York’s 2010 Sustainability Report
at www.hdy.com.au/sustainability/
reports.html.

EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

Jackson McDonald

CONTACT

Melisa Bator

JOB TITLE

Office Services Manager

CONTACT EMAIL

mbator@acmac.com.au

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

169

FLOOR AREA

3,853.53m

Flights
19.83%
Taxis
1.71%

2

ABOUT THE FIRM

Refrigerants
0.05%

Jackson McDonald is a full service commercial law firm,
based in Perth, Western Australia, now with 170 people
including 29 partners. Our industry knowledge and
understanding of the Western Australian market sets us
apart from other firms. If you do business in Western
Australia we can provide you with practical, commercially
focussed legal advice and support.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

615.70 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

3.64 tonnes CO2e

2

EMISSIONS PER M FLOOR AREA

Personal
vehicles
0.03%

Purchased Electricity
78.37%

0.16 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

0.33

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

482.54

2.66

0.13

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

122.12

0.72

0.03

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

10.53

0.06

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

0.19

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Green tariff

0.00

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

-

Paper (kg)

30,100

Recycled paper

0%

NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

-

-

Paper (kg)

178.11

7.81
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EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

Maddocks

CONTACT

Shirley Hamel

JOB TITLE

Director of Knowledge & Business
Services

CONTACT EMAIL

shirley.hamel@maddocks.com.au

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

404

FLOOR AREA

10,021m

Flights
25.63%
Taxis
1.31%

2

Refrigerants
0.05%

ABOUT THE FIRM
Maddocks is a progressive commercial law firm with a
highly collaborative culture with offices in Melbourne and
Sydney. With a vision to become the best law firm to work
at, Maddocks is committed to principles of social and
environmental sustainability. In the last financial year the
firm published its first sustainability report and signed on
as a founding member of the AusLSA.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

1960.09 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

4.85 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER M2 FLOOR AREA

Hire cars
0.02%

Purchased Electricity
72.99%

0.20 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

1.00

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

1,430.69

3.54

0.14

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

502.43

1.24

0.05

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

25.67

0.07

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

0.30

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

-

Paper (kg)

53,462

Recycled paper

97%
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NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

-

-

Paper (kg)

132.33

5.34

Green tariff

0.00

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

There are differences in the information
published in Maddocks’ published
Sustainability Report, and the
information in this AusLSA summary.
The difference arises because the
AusLSA model for calculating carbon
emissions excludes radiative forcing and
the per employee basis is headcount.
For complete disclosure please see
Maddocks’ 2010 Sustainability Report at
http://www.maddocks.com.au/about/
corporate-social-responsibility

EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

McCullough Robertson

CONTACT

Michael Cusack

JOB TITLE

Group Manager Administration
Services

CONTACT EMAIL

mcusack@mccullough.com.au

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

388

FLOOR AREA

6,477m

Flights
21.99%
Taxis
0.81%

2

Hire cars
0.15%

ABOUT THE FIRM
McCullough Robertson has offices in Brisbane, Newcastle
and Sydney and is ranked as Queensland’s largest law
firm and 21st in the BRW top 30 Australian law firms.

Personal
vehicles
0.15%

McCullough Robertson is a commercial law firm with
proven capacity and capability to handle the complex legal
issues facing business today. We have four core areas of
practice: business, corporate, infrastructure and dispute
resolution, and property and finance. Our firm has an
extensive depth of legal and technical expertise in a
number of industry sectors including resources and food
and agribusiness.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

1,391.09 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

3.59 tonnes CO2e

2

EMISSIONS PER M FLOOR AREA

Purchased Electricity
76.77%

0.21 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

3.93

0.01

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

Company
vehicles
0.28%

10,67.42

2.75

0.16

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

304.79

0.79

0.05

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

11.28

0.03

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

2.12

0.01

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

1.56

0.00

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 3

Green tariff

222.50

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

McCullough Robertson had offices in
Sydney and Newcastle in the reporting
period. They have been omitted from
this data due to their size in comparison
to the Brisbane office. Both offices have
seen significant growth since the
reporting period and will be included in
subsequent reports.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

5,670.00

Paper (kg)

64,086

Recycled paper

0%

NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

14.61

0.88

Paper (kg)

165.17

9.89
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EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

Norton Rose Australia

CONTACT

Philip Scorgie

JOB TITLE

Director of Business Information
Services

CONTACT EMAIL

philip.scorgie@nortonrose.com

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

1,076

FLOOR AREA

28,518m

Flights
33.41%

2

Taxis
1.21%

ABOUT THE FIRM
Norton Rose Australia and its affiliates are members of
Norton Rose Group, a leading international legal practice
offering a full business law service from offices across
Europe, the Middle East and Asia Pacific.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

4,775.32 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

4.44 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER M2 FLOOR AREA

Purchased Electricity
65.38%

0.17 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

3,121.91

2.90

0.11

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

1,595.57

1.48

0.06

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

57.83

0.05

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

0.00

0.00

-

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

-

Paper (kg)

94,664

Recycled paper

50%
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NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

-

-

Paper (kg)

87.98

3.32

Green tariff

0.00

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

EMISSIONS PROFILE 2009 / 2010
NAME OF FIRM

Swaab Attorneys

CONTACT

Paul Barbour

JOB TITLE

IT Manager

CONTACT EMAIL

pxb@swaab.com.au

REPORTING PERIOD

FY 2009/2010

HEADCOUNT

68

FLOOR AREA

1,620m

2

Flights
4.12%

Taxis
0.99%

ABOUT THE FIRM
Swaab Attorneys is an award winning, commercial law
firm located in the Sydney CBD. Established 30 years ago,
Swaab Attorneys practice in the areas of corporate and
commercial, property, intellectual property, employment,
litigation, insolvency, estate planning and family law.
TOTAL EMISSIONS

224.96 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER EMPLOYEE

3.31 tonnes CO2e

EMISSIONS PER M2 FLOOR AREA

Refrigerants
0.21%

Purchased Electricity
94.69%

0.14 tonnes CO2e

CARBON EMISSIONS SOURCES

CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

SCOPE 1
PER
EMPLOYEE

PER M2
FLOOR AREA

CO e
2
tonnes

On site combustion

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Company vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Refrigerants

0.47

0.01

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

213.01

3.13

0.13

CO e tonnes
2

Flights

9.26

0.14

0.01

CO e tonnes
2

Taxis

2.22

0.03

0.00

CO e tonnes
2

Hire cars

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Personal vehicles

0.00

-

-

CO e tonnes
2

Green tariff

0.00

Renewable sources

0.00

Voluntary carbon offset

0.00

SCOPE 2
Purchased electricity

SCOPE 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMPTION
GROSS CONSUMPTION
Water (kl)

-

Paper (kg)

7,351

Recycled paper

0%

NORMALISED CONSUMPTION
per employee

per m2 floor area

Water (kl)

-

-

Paper (kg)

108.10

4.54
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METHODOLOGY
Standards of reporting

Differences to other schemes

The ECC has been designed to capture and report
information about the material environmental
impacts of most law firms. There is a strong focus on
greenhouse gas emissions, but other impacts are
also captured.

Reporting via the AusLSA ECC is unique because it is
the only benchmarked environmental reporting
system for law firms in Australia. Firms using the ECC
all report using the same boundaries and
methodologies, which is different from traditional
internal sustainability reporting where firms will set
their own scope, and use different assumptions and
factors.

The ECC has been developed by the sector, for the
sector in line with globally recognised greenhouse
gas (GHG) reporting standards including the GHG
Protocol and the ISO 14064.1. Specifically, the ECC
has been designed to align with the overarching
principles of:
•

Relevance

•

Completeness

•

Consistency

•

Accuracy

•

Transparency.

While AusLSA has taken care to develop a
measurement methodology that is robust and
accurate, the ECC also accounts for the fact that law
firms can sometimes struggle with the collection of
certain types of data, either because of their
operational circumstances or because the internal
systems for non-financial data collection do not exist.
For this reason, the ECC gives users the option to
enter data that should be readily available, such as
taxi expenditure, or number of flights taken. If firms
have higher-order data available, such as distance
travelled, they can choose to enter this information in
the tool for a more precise emissions figure.
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The data requirements, scope and methodology of
the ECC have been developed specifically for the
legal sector. This means that the tool should be
straightforward to use, and will produce a report that
covers the most important environmental impacts for
most law firms.
Emissions factors
The ECC uses the latest emissions factors from the
National Greenhouse Accounts (NGA) Factors. The
NGA Factors are published by the Australian
Government’s Department of Climate Change and
Energy Efficiency. The Factors are updated annually
and are available free of charge from the
Department’s website at http://www.climatechange.
gov.au/publications/greenhouse-acctg/nationalgreenhouse-factors.aspx.
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